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Get more from your i3LIGHTHOUSE with Wordwall. Finding apps can be a chore, but with Wordwall you can create engaging content for lesson and involve the whole class. 
Students can interact with Wordwall via the new i3LIGHTHOUSE user interface or via any web-enabled device – PCs, Macs, iPads, tablets or via their own mobile phones.

i3LIGHTHOUSE L3502Wi

An innovative new digital learning tool for classroom environments that promotes hands-on, active learning and engages  students like never before. Designed to support k-12 
learning environments, i3LIGHTHOUSE helps teachers bring lessons to life while encouraging students to play, collaborate, share and engage. i3LIGHTHOUSE not only supports the 
I.Q. side of learning but the E.Q. side as well. Developing strong social and communication skills at an early age prepares students for a more successful learning path.

The compact and mobile design of i3LIGHTHOUSE fits perfectly 
into any sized space and can be stored anywhere. The durable 
casters allow students and teachers to go anywhere.

i3LIGHTHOUSE helps students make sense of the world around 
them by connecting classroom concepts to hands-on, engaging 
activities. Interactive tools help students develop both cognitive 
and social skills while having fun!

The padded cushion top gives teachers a comfortable place to sit 
and still interact with students without having to sit on the floor.
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Materials

CONSTRUCTION
• Powder coated Medium Density Fiber panels; white standard.
• 2“, 5 cm thick polyurethane foam seat; upholstered Stamskin in various colors
• 3 fixed height shelves
• Integrated stylus holders
• Perforated Ventilation openings
• Removable technology access panel
• 4 fully articulating (2 locking), soft polyurethane casters
• Quick disconnect IEC connector C14 power inlet; 110 v - 220v. 
• 3 x USB access

TECHNOLOGY

Ultra-short throw laser projector 
Make any presentation surface interactive with this widescreen, 3500 lumen ultra-short-throw 
projector.

i3PROJECTOR Ultra-short throw Laser projector
Featuring a life-time laser light source
a powerful 10-watt speaker, 
and technology that projects images
more vibrantly with richer colors and richer blacks.

Interactive Technology - Dual touch
i3LIGHTHOUSE turns any flat surface into an 
interactive space. Mark up documents, 
manipulate live content, and draw in vibrant 

color turning dull lessons into dynamic ones.

Integrated 24/7 CPU 
Speed, power and the flexibility of Windows 8 
with wireless internet, and the ability to run or view applications and videos

 Design Aluminium front panel, 
 heavy-duty chassis - Metal housing
 Intel® Core™ i3-4130 Processor (3M Cache, 3.40 GHz)
 4 GB DDR3 SO-DIMM PC1600
 500 GB HDD 24/7
 Intel® HD Graphics 4400
 W-LAN a/b/g/n/ac intel
 Windows 10 Professional
 WIFI

Warranty
Computer and case: 2 years
Projector: 3 years
Projector Light source: 3 years, max 10.000hrs

Accessories
Projection surface mat (3,5kg)
i3LIGHTHOUSE cover
Keyboard & mouse

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Case finish colors Seat finish colors

WHITE BLACK BLUE BORDEAUX YELLOW ORANGEGREEN BLACK

i3LIGHTHOUSE

Move with ease
Designed to easily move from classroom to classroom or around 
rooms, i3LIGHTHOUSE incorporates fully articulating locking casters 
and a simple power disconnect.

i3LIGHTHOUSE is cool!
Literally. Custom ventilation dissipates heat  generated from the CPU 
and projector away  from users while the projector bulb itself remains  
cool to the touch.

Within reach
Multiple storage shelves allow accessories  such as the interactive 
stylus and other great learning tools to be kept within easy reach.

Technology is neatly nested into the unit, hidden and 
out of the way via a removable panel.

Exclusive design by i3 -  subject to change - 20171004

CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY
No. N13-053-A

The weight without packing = 23,46 kg
Weight with packing = 24,88 kg
Package dimensions 515 * 515 * 590mm height.
The weight of the projection mat with packing = 4.19 kg
Packing dimensions length 1200mm diameter 120mm.
Packaging dimensions projector 445D x 460W x 350H mm
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